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Attending a Mock Congress
"DELEGATES" ASSEMBLE AT THE
JEWISH GUILD

OW~NG
to a "_dislocation" in the Contmental tram service, there was a
dela ' in the opening of the Mock Zionist
Congress at the Jewish Guild on Wednesday evening. Finally the curtain of
the stage opened and the audience saw
the various Zionist "leaders" made up
to the very life.
There was Nahum
Sokolow (J. S. Judelowitz) - old and
weary, accompanied by his nurse. There
was Rabbi Dr. Stephen Wise (David
Dainow) full of vigour, pep and American energy); Mr. Vladimfr Jabotinsky
(I. J. Kagan) full of military spirit; ExDeputy Gruenbaum (I. Cyrkiel) in serious mien; Rabbi Meir Berlin (J. Rubik)
well bearded and troublesome; Mr. Abraham Ha1 zfeld (B. Shmukler) i and others.
Although Dr. Chaim Weizmann (S.
Katz) did not attend the real Congress
in Prague, he was quite prominent by
hi: presence at the mock congress in
Johannesburg. There was also a South
African delegate (J. Klewansky), who
took a fairly prominent part in the proceedings. l\Iiss Jean tte Sieradzki wa:
the South African woman delegate.
It was all great fun, of course, but
there '\Vere occasional morn nts of dullnesl{. It is pretty difficult anyhow to be
humorou. and satiric at a time of Jewish
trag dy like the pres nt. Many of the
SJJeeche::;, howeYer, wer witty and 1·epr . ented in a way a subtle criticism of
the characters, aim: and personalities of
th variou well-h1own lead r. in th
Zioni:t n11>vement.
The chairman hip of Mr. Leo Motzkin
(J. Blumenthal) was really exc llent. H •
rnanaged to keep the various "delegates"
in 11101·e or less good ord r.
A conside:r able amount of work is involved in the arranging of a mock congress of this nature. Praise must be e.·t nded to the Nordau Club of Johannesburg for its initiative.

conscious Jewishness. They are
trying to evoke out of themselves
a true Jewish voice. It may be a
hard struggle to disentangle the
frail lyric out of the enswathing
welter in which it has been wilfully raveled, but it will emerge;
with courage and faith it will
emerge; and this, surely, is a time
of testing courage and of resurging faith. We hear now of fo 0
Bruno Walters and the scores of
acknowledged masters expelled
from high posts in Germany; will
they not learn the supreme lesson;
the Jew's supreme lesson; and
know, at last, that they are Jews'?
And with that must come an
awakening of a .fewish creative
consciousness which must contribute greatly to this new movement
towards a pure Jewish music~J
concept.
BU~,

as in the beginning, so in
tlie end and our new Jewish
music must stream forth out of our
folk song. Our future symphonies
and sonatas-the seeds of them are
all there in our folk music and we
must all be grateful to Cantor
Backon for providing us with these
splendid records. I confidently predict that they will create considerable interest far beyond our own
shores.
The rec01·ds ?"eferre,d to above are obtainable from all H.M.V. agents. The
numbers are GXl:J a:nd 14.

